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How well do you know the 
North West Air Ambulance Charity?

Put your knowledge to the test and 
see how many of the following 
questions you can get right...

1.  What year was the North West Air Ambulance Charity (NWAA) founded?
2.  How many helicopters and Critical Care Team cars do NWAA have?
3.  Does NWAA receive any funding from the government or NHS?
4.  What colour were NWAA’s helicopters when the charity was first launched?
5.  True or false, NWAA has one base in the North West?
6.  Can you complete this sentence:

‘The North West Air Ambulance Charity bring the  to the patient’
7.  What’s the top prize in NWAA’s Lift Off Lotto draw?
8.  On average, how many missions do NWAA get called to each year?
9.  Yearly, how much money does NWAA need to raise to keep the service operational?
10.  True or false, NWAA carries blood on board and can perform roadside

blood transfusions?
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How did everyone get on? To find out more about the 
North West Air Ambulance Charity, and how you 

can get involved, visit nwairambulance.org.uk

1.  The charity was founded in 1999, with its maiden flight taking place on 19th May
in Blackpool.

2. The charity has three helicopters and four Critical Care Team cars, covering
the North West.

3. No. We receive NO government or NHS funding. We rely solely on the generosity of
you – our incredible supporters.

4. NWAA helicopters were originally canary yellow as they were supported by the AA.
The blue was introduced in 2016.

5. False. The NWAA has two bases in the North West, Barton and Blackpool.
6. The North West Air Ambulance Charity bring the hospital to the patient.
7. Players in the Lift Off Lotto can win a top prize of £1,000 each week.
8. NWAA gets called to an average of 2,500 missions each year across the North West.
9. We need to raise £9.5 million each year to continue flying to save lives.
10. True. Since 2019 we’ve carried blood on board our helicopters and Critical Care

Team cars.

Answers:

Tea-breaker question:
If you have a very clever crew and you find yourself in a tie-break situation then use the 
question below to settle who will be crowned the Quiz Champion (nearest answer wins).
According to the UK Tea and Infusions Association, how many million cups of tea are 
drunk daily in the UK?
Answer: 100 million
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